Wordscapes level 4760 answers
Wordscapes level 4760 in the Parched Group and Plain Pack contains 16 words
and the letters ELPRS making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 57 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 55,771 words and 229,752 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
PER, REP, EEL, ELSE, PEEL, PEER, REEL, LEER, SEER, SEEP, SLEEP, SPREE, REPEL,
LEPER, PEELER, SLEEPER.
The extra or bonus words are:
PELES, ELS, RESEE, SPEEL, PES, LEPERS, SLEE, SER, SEE, RES, ERS, PEES, SEEL,
LES, EPEE, LEE, EELS, LEERS, SLEER, PEL, ERE, SERE, PERE, REPELS, REELS,
PEERS, REPS, LERP, PELE, LEPS, ELPEE, LEEP, LEEPS, REES, SELE, PEE, REE, PEELERS,
PREES, PELS, PERES, LEES, LERES, LERPS, PERSE, LEESE, LEP, LERE, SPEER,
PREE, ERES, ESE, PRE, EPEES, PRESE, SEL, PEELS.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4760
PER - For each.
REP - Short form of reputation.
EEL - Any fish of the order Anguilliformes which are elongated and resemble snakes. T
here are freshwater and marine species.
ELSE - Other; in addition to previously mentioned items.
PEEL - To plunder; to pillage, rob.
PEER - To look with difficulty, or as if searching for something.
REEL - A lively dance of the Highlanders of Scotland; also, the music to the dance; - often called Scotch reel.
LEER - A significant side glance; a glance expressive of some passion, as malignity,
amorousness, etc.; a sly or lecherous look.
SEER - Agent noun of see; one who sees something; an eyewitness.
SEEP - A small spring, pool, or other place where liquid from the ground (e.g. water,
petroleum or tar) has oozed to the surface.
SLEEP - The state of reduced consciousness during which a human or animal rests in a
daily rhythm.
SPREE - A merry frolic; especially, a drinking frolic.
REPEL - To save (a shot).
LEPER - A person who has leprosy.
PEELER - A police officer.
SLEEPER - Someone who sleeps.

